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(a) Purpose of study or research hypothesis
This study aims to test likelihood indices in the generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE)
structure. Likelihood indices included two limits of acceptability and two absolute model residuals and
the topography model is used for the uncertainty analysis.

(b) Key issue(s) or problem(s) addressed
No behavioral model was found at the four cases of likelihood indices as these indices showed the bad
performance across entire time steps. From this failure, we could analyze the reason why these indices
failed and how to improve these uncertainty analysis.

(c) Methodology or approach used
This study aims to test likelihood indices in the generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE)
structure. Likelihood indices included two limits of acceptability and two absolute model residuals and
the topography model is used for the uncertainty analysis. A uncertainty estimation method which
combined isolated-speciation-based particle swarm optimization (ISPSO) and GLUE was suggested. This
method called ISPSO-GLUE is applied to observe behavior of parameter samples based on index of the
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient.

(d) Results or conclusions derived from the project
Imbalanced weights to the model parameters will influence the result because ISPSO-GLUE uses
calibrated parameters in uncertainty analyzing procedure. While ISPSO-GLUE more efficiently reached
the performance similar to GLUE, uncertainty ranges could not include observation flow more than
GLUE. Meanwhile, all analysis method failed in validation. This result suggest that ISPSO-GLUE was
influenced by imbalanced weights to the parameters. So likelihood index which explain uncertainties well
from different sources need to be developed.

(e) Implications of the project relevant to congress themes
This study will lead to the accurate hydrological uncertainty analysis for risk assessment.
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